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Abstract. Domain-specific programming languages (DSLs) are emerging as an
important paradigm for the engineering of large reliable software systems. Modu-
lar interpreters are an approach to building off-the-shelf software components that
implement fragments of DSLs. We describe an approach to implementing modular
interpreters in an object-oriented fashion, using the design pattern ofextensible
computations. The modular structuring and reuse of DSL implementations has
potentially important lessons for object-oriented reuse, because of the highly re-
cursive nature of any non-trivial programming language, and the close semantic
relationship between inheritance and recursion. We give paradigmatic examples of
the definition of extensible computations in the Java programming language, and
consider what extensions would be required for typed object-oriented languages
in order to support this approach in a statically type-safe manner.

Keywords: Domain-specific programming languages, modular interpreters, mo-
nads, mixin-based inheritance, Java.

1 Introduction

Domain-specific programming languages(DSLs) have recently gained attention as being
particularly important in the software engineering process [10,38,40]. A problem with
developing DSLs is their high start-up cost, due to the difficulty with implementing a
new DSL implementation every time one is needed. One possible solution to this pro-
blem is to develop an application framework for developing DSLs. Such an application
framework would provide modular implementations of reusable domain-specific pro-
gramming languages. An interpreter for a DSL would be provided as a modular building
block. The application developer who desired a DSL with particular features could then
combine the corresponding building blocks into a DSL with the required semantics.

This paper describes such an approach to developing reusable implementations of
domain-specific programming languages. The approach is based on developing modu-
lar interpreters for programming language fragments, as an object-oriented application
framework, and then allowing these modular interpreters to be combined to provide an
off-the-shelf implementation of a DSL providing particular features. The modular struc-
turing and reuse of DSL implementations has potentially important lessons for object-
oriented reuse, because of the highly recursive nature of any non-trivial programming
language, and the close semantic relationship between inheritance and recursion.

The technical challenge in achieving this objective, is to be able to define modular
interpreters for programming language fragments in such a manner that no global as-
sumptions need to be made about the form of any final DSL in which such fragments are
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combined. For example an interpreter for a language fragment comprising exceptions
(which might be written in a continuation-passing style) should be defined comple-
tely independently of an interpreter for a language fragment with functions (requiring
environments in the interpreter).

We describe an approach to doing this, using a new design pattern calledextensible
computations. Extensible computations are based on the idea of monads from catego-
rical semantics. The use of monads to structure interpreters in a modular fashion has
already been investigated. The use of “monad transformers” (mapping from monads
to monads) to describe composable modular interpreters has been described [30]. In
contrast to the aforesaid work, extensible computations are based on a particular form
of inheritance, defining modular interpreters asmixin classesand relying on a particu-
lar form of mixin-based inheritanceto compose these interpreters. We provide a more
complete comparison with monad transformers in Sect. 7.

In Sect. 2 we introduce our approach to defining modular interpreters. We give para-
digmatic examples of the definition of modular interpreters in Sect. 3, Sect. 4 and Sect. 5.
In Sect. 6 we describe the metalanguage support suggested by modular interpreters, and
briefly describe an extension of the Java language that provides this support. We consider
related work in Sect. 7, while Sect. 8 provides our conclusions.

2 Modular Interpreters

The key to our approach is to define a common interface for the evaluator function in
every interpreter fragment. The essential idea is to regard the interpreter as mapping from
an expression to a computation, so every interpreter building block defines an instance
of an evaluation function of type:
public class Interp {

public interface Expr {
public Computation eval ();

};
A computation in turn is defined as a mapping from aninput contextto anoutput

contextand a value:
public interface Computation {

public ValueOutputContext run (InputContext ic);
};
The input and output contexts are the inputs to, and outputs from, respectively, the

execution of a computation. In this abstract class they are empty; we expect concrete
classes that extend this to extend the input and output contexts as appropriate. There-
fore the input to a computation has typeInputContext, a type that refers to the final
input context type (after extensions). Similarly the output from a computation has type
OutputContext.

public interface Value { };
static public class InputContext { public InputContext next; };
public InputContext inputContextFactory () {

return nextInterp.inputContextFactory ();
};
static public class OutputContext { public OutputContext next; };
public OutputContext outputContextFactory () {

return nextInterp.outputContextFactory ();
};
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static public final class ValueOutputContext {
public Value v;
public OutputContext oc;
public ValueOutputContext (Value v, OutputContext oc) {

this.v = v; this.oc = oc;
}

}

For example, the input context for the interpreter for functions contains an environ-
ment giving the bindings of the non-local variables, while the output context is empty.
For an interpreter for a language with imperative constructs, the input context would be
an input store (in the standard way of defining the semantics of an imperative language),
while the output context would be the store updated by the computation. The challenge
in combining interpreter fragments is to ensure that the input and output contexts, and
the ways of defining them for each construct, are suitably combined.

Interpreter mixins are defined in such a way that they facilitate the composition of
the computations defined in each module. Here we adapt a notion from denotational
semantics, that ofmonads. A monad is essentially a categorical abstraction of a com-
putation. The particular form of monads used by computer scientists are Kleisli triples,
and are composed of a type (the type of a computation), a “unit” operation for injecting
a value into a computation, and a “bind” operation for binding a variable to a value in
a computation, and composing this with a computation that produces that value. The
use of monads to modularize denotational semantics was first advocated by Moggi [36].
Wadler [42] popularized monads as a way of writing interpreters in a modular style, alt-
hough he did not consider how to combine monadic definitions of modular interpreters.
The relevance of monads is that they explicate the injection and composition operations
of a computation. The injection operation injects a value into a computation, and forms
the basis for defining a new computation.

public Computation unit (Value v) {
return nextInterp.unit (v);

};
The composition operation joins two already-defined computations into a new com-

putation; essentially this forms the sequential composition of two computations, where
the result of the first computation is fed as the input to the second computation.

public interface Continuation {
public Computation kontinue (Value v);

};
public Computation compose (Computation left, Continuation right) {

return nextInterp.compose (left, right);
};
A default definition of these methods is provided in Fig. 1. These defaults are suffi-

cient provided the interpreter does not need to handle exceptional control constructs; if
the latter is the case, the definitions ofunit andcompose must be redefined to give a
continuation-passing semantics.

unit andcompose must be modified in each interpreter mixin to properly thread
input and output contexts through evaluation. To facilitate these modifications,unit and
compose are defined in terms of the following methods. These methods comprise the
“hooks” for each interpreter module to modify the semantic glue as appropriate:
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public OutputContext outputContext
(Value v, InputContext ic) {
return nextInterp.outputContext (v, ic);

};
public InputContext leftInputContext

(Continuation right, InputContext ic) {
return nextInterp.leftInputContext (right, ic);

};
public InputContext rightInputContext

(InputContext ic, OutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
return nextInterp.rightInputContext (ic, leftOutputCtxt);

};
Finally we build an interpreter by composing a sequence of interpreter building

blocks, each one delegating to the next building block for functionality it does not
provide. To describe this delegation we simulate a notion of “super” (different from Java
super because of the way it is bound) using a variablenextInterp that points to the
next building block:
protected Interp nextInterp;
public Interp () { nextInterp = null; }
public Interp (Interp n) { nextInterp = n; }
The root variable is used to record the root of a composition of interpreters. All

calls to interpreter functions should be through this root pointer, since it allows access
to the final result of composing the definitions of these functions in each mixin.

protected Interp root;
public void setRoot () { setRoot(this); }
public void setRoot (Interp n) {

root = n;
if (nextInterp != null) nextInterp.setRoot (n);

}
};

Default definitions for these semantic glue functions are provided in Fig. 1. Using
these definitions, and assuming interpreter mixins for functions (Function), imperative
constructs (Imperative) and exceptional control (Control), an interpreter for a language
with functions, assignment and exceptions can be composed using the following step:
Defaults interpDef = new Defaults ();
Imperative interpImp = new Imperative (interpDef);
Function interpFunc = new Function (interpImp);
Control interpCtl = new Control (interpFunc);
Interp interp = interpCtl;
interp.setRoot ();

Then an interpreter can be executed by building an AST and executing theeval
method of the AST, and then running the resulting computation:
Interp.Expr func = interpFunc.makeAbs ("x", interpFunc.makeVar ("x"));
Interp.Expr app = interpFunc.makeApp (func, func);
Interp.InputContext ic = interp.inputContextFactory ();
Interp.ValueOutputContext voc = app.eval().run(ic);
Interp.Value value = voc.v;

In the next three sections we give examples of interpreter building blocks, defined
in a domain-specific metalanguage intended for specifying such building blocks. Each
interpreter building block must specify several things:
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public class Defaults extends Interp {

public Computation unit (final Value v) {
return new Computation () {

public ValueOutputContext run (InputContext ic) {
return new ValueOutputContext (v, root.outputContext (v, ic));

} };
};

public Computation compose (final Computation left,
final Continuation right) {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (InputContext ic) {

ValueOutputContext voc =
left.run (root.leftInputContext (right, ic));

return right.kontinue(voc.v).run
(root.rightInputContext (ic, voc.oc));

} };
};

public OutputContext outputContext
(Value v, InputContext ic) {

OutputContext oc = root.outputContextFactory ();
return oc;

};
public InputContext leftInputContext

(Continuation right, InputContext ic) {
InputContext ic2 = root.inputContextFactory ();
return ic2;

};
public InputContext rightInputContext

(InputContext ic, OutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
InputContext ic2 = root.inputContextFactory ();
return ic2;

};

public InputContext inputContextFactory () {
return new InputContext ();

};
public OutputContext outputContextFactory () {

return new OutputContext ();
};

};

Fig. 1.Default Definitions for Interpreter Mixin Glue
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1. the abstract syntax of programs in the object language;
2. the values computed by the interpreter;
3. the types of the input and output contexts involved in a computation;
4. the evaluation rules for the interpreter itself (one evaluation rule for each object

language construct); and
5. the “glue” for composing computations, and for injecting values into computations.

3 A Language with Functions

As a first example, here is the definition of an interpreter building block for functions.
The syntax of this language might be described by:

e ::= x | func(x)e | e1(e2)

The description of the interpreter is given by:
public class Function extends Interp {

public class Env {
public Value lookup (String var) { ... };
public void pushBinding (String var, Value binding) { ... };
public void popBinding () { ... };

};

public class InputContext extends Interp.InputContext {
public Env env;
public InputContext () { this.env = new Env(); }

};
This interpreter contains a member class for environments, and the input context in-

cludes a field for an environment that is part of the input to evaluation.
inputContextFactory is defined for this module to create an instance of
Function.inputContext, with further fields in the input context provided by thenext
field. ThesetEnv andgetEnv fields are applied through an arbitrary input context, and
use dynamic type tags and downcasting to search for the input context component con-
taining the environment field. The output context is empty, so this interpreter module
relies on the defaultoutputContextFactory definition (inherited fromInterp) sim-
ply delegates to the next interpreter module:

public Interp.InputContext inputContextFactory () {
Interp.InputContext ic = new InputContext ();
ic.next = nextInterp.inputContextFactory ();
return ic;

};
public void setEnv (Interp.InputContext ic, Env env) {

if (ic instanceof InputContext) {
((InputContext)ic).env = env;

} else {
setEnv (ic.next, env);

}
};
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public Env getEnv (Interp.InputContext ic) {
if (ic instanceof InputContext) {

return ((InputContext)ic).env;
} else {

return getEnv (ic.next);
}

};
The outputContext operation used in the definition ofunit, and the

leftInputContext and rightInputContext operations used in the definition of
compose, are at the core of our approach to extending computations. They represent
the hooks in the definitions of the interpreter building blocks that allow contexts to
be correctly threaded through the execution of the interpreter. They are fragments in
the definition of context-building operations, whose final definitions are obtained by
combining the fragments specified in each interpreter module. For example the defini-
tion of outputContext in this module is empty. However in the next section we give
another module which has a non-emptyoutputContext definition. If these two inter-
preters are combined, the definition ofoutputContext in the result should contain the
fragment ofoutputContext specified in the latter module. In this interpreter module,
leftInputContext andrightInputContext are defined to set the environment field
of the corresponding computation’s input context to the environment field of the overall
input context:

public Interp.InputContext leftInputContext
(Continuation right, Interp.InputContext ic) {

Interp.InputContext left = nextInterp.leftInputContext(right,ic);
setEnv (left, getEnv (ic));
return left;

};
public Interp.InputContext rightInputContext

(Interp.InputContext ic, Interp.OutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
Interp.InputContext right =

nextInterp.rightInputContext(ic, leftOutputCtxt);
setEnv (right, getEnv (ic));
return right;

};

public interface Closure extends Value {
public Computation exec (Expr arg);

};

There is a single value type, the type of closures (which map from an argument
expression to a computation).

Definitions of input and output contexts contributed by each mixin are combined
using the next instance variable defined in theInterp.InputContext and
Interp.OutputContext base classes, while the definitions of the above operations
contributed by each mixin are composed using thenextInterp instance variable defi-
ned in theInterp base class. The semantic operations that invoke these operations refer
to the result of combining these fragments by invoking these operations fromroot, the
root of the list of interpreter building blocks.

To give the definition of the evaluator, for variables we simply look up the variable
in the environment, and inject the resulting value into the computation:
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public class Var implements Expr {
public final String x;
public Computation eval () {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (Interp.InputContext ic) {
Computation comp = root.unit (getEnv(ic).lookup(x));
return comp.run (ic);

}
};

}
};
The value is injected into the computation using the unit operation. This builds a

computation that expects an input context. Looking up the variable also requires acces-
sing the input context, and the result of this lookup is the argument to unit. Therefore
we build a computation that accesses the input context to perform the lookup, then uses
unit to build a computation from the resulting value, then immediately runs the resulting
computation on the current input context.

For applications, we evaluate the rator, and compose the resulting computation with
a computation that evaluates the closure:

public class App implements Expr {
public final Expr rator;
public final Expr rand;
class K implements Continuation {

public Computation kontinue (Value v) {
Closure cl = (Closure) v;
return cl.exec (rand);

}
};
public Computation eval () {

return root.compose (rator.eval (), new K ());
}

};
For abstractions, we build a closure that evaluates the rand and then evaluates the

function body in the original environment (ignoring the call-site environment, but po-
tentially using any other elements of the call-site context):

public class Abs implements Expr {
public String formal;
public Expr body;
public Computation eval () {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (Interp.InputContext ic) {
Computation comp =

root.unit (new CBVClosure (Abs.this, getEnv(ic)));
return comp.run (ic);

}
};

}
};
The implementation for closures is provided by theCBVClosure class, that evaluates

a function argument at the point where the function is called:
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public class CBVClosure implements Closure {
public Abs function;
public Env defSiteEnv;
public CBVClosure (Abs e, Env env) { function = e; defSiteEnv = env; }
class K implements Continuation {

public Computation kontinue (final Value v) {
return new Computation () {

public ValueOutputContext run (Interp.InputContext ic) {
Env saved = getEnv(ic);
defSiteEnv.pushBinding (function.formal, v);
setEnv(ic, defSiteEnv);
ValueOutputContext result = function.body.eval().run(ic);
setEnv(ic, saved);
defSiteEnv.popBinding ();
return result;

}
};

}
}
public Computation exec (Expr arg) {

return root.compose (arg.eval (), new K ());
};

}
HeredefSiteEnv is the context where the closure is created, whilegetEnv(ic) is the
context where the closure is evaluated (i.e. the call-site context). At the point where the
evaluator is recursively called to evaluate the closure body, the environment passed to
that evaluation is the definition-site environment with the formal parameter bound to the
value of the actual. The update binds the environment component in the input context
to closure evaluation (ic), to the definition-site environment (defSiteEnv) extended
with the binding of the formal parameter. This is the usual static-scope semantics for
procedure evaluation.

4 An Imperative Language

As our second example, we consider an interpreter building block for imperative con-
structs. The mini-language might have the abstract syntax:

e ::= ref(e) | !e | e1 := e2 | (e1;e2)

The interpreter module for this mini-language defines the clauses in the abstract syntax
and value types:
public class Imperative extends Interp {

public class Location implements Value { int location; }
public class Store {

public Store update (int location, Value v) { ... };
public Value access (int location) { ... };

};
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public static class InputContext extends Interp.InputContext {
public Store store;
public InputContext() { store = new Store(); }

};
public Interp.InputContext inputContextFactory () {

Interp.InputContext ic = new InputContext ();
ic.next = nextInterp.inputContextFactory ();
return ic;

};
public static class OutputContext extends Interp.OutputContext {

public Store store;
public OutputContext() { store = new Store(); }

};
public Interp.OutputContext outputContextFactory () {

Interp.OutputContext oc = new OutputContext ();
oc.next = nextInterp.outputContextFactory ();
return oc;

};

This defines a language of mutable reference cells (as is found in ML [34]). A
reference cell is created with theref constructor, and explicitly dereferenced with!.
The semantics of imperative languages involves threading a “store,” an abstraction of
computer memory, through the execution of the interpreter. In this semantics, theref
operation allocates a new location in memory, while assignment updates the contents of
a location in memory.

We omit the details of the semantics for the imperative constructs (see [16] for the
details in a functional metalanguage). We need to define the cases for threading contexts
through an interpreter that includes this building block:

public Interp.OutputContext outputContext
(Value v, Interp.InputContext ic) {

Interp.OutputContext oc = nextInterp.outputContext (v, ic);
setStore (oc, getStore (ic));
return oc;

};
public Interp.InputContext leftInputContext

(Continuation right, Interp.InputContext ic) {
Interp.InputContext left = nextInterp.leftInputContext(left,ic);
setStore (left, getStore (ic));
return left;

};
public Interp.InputContext rightInputContext

(Interp.InputContext ic,
Interp.OutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {

Interpreter.InputContext right =
nextInterp.rightInputContext(ic,leftOutputCtxt);

setStore (right, getStore (leftOutputCtxt));
return right;

};
Injecting a value into a computation simply threads the store in the input context into the
output context. For composition, the store in the input context of the left computation
is taken from the store in the overall input context, while the store in the input context
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of the right computation is taken from the output context of the left computation. The
default definitions of unit and compose are sufficient for this interpreter.

5 A Language with Exceptional Control

As a final but important example, consider a language with control constructs such as
gotos, coroutines, exceptions, etc. The semantics for all of these constructs requires that
the semantics be defined in continuation-passing style, where a continuation is intuitively
a formalization of the program control stack. A non-local transfer of control can then
be effected by “throwing” the continuation (intuitively over-writing the current control
stack with the saved control stack). So we have:

e ::= callcc(λx.e) | throw(e,e′)

Thecallcc (“call with current continuation”) construct stores the current continuation
into a program variablex, so this interpreter fragment introduces a variable-binding
construct. In the semantics, the input context must include an environment recording
the run-time bindings of variables. So this interpreter must share an implementation
of environments with the interpreter for functions. This can be done by factoring the
implementation of environments into a separate module.
public class InterpEnv {

public static class InputContext extends Interp.InputContext {
public Env env;
public InputContext () { this.env = new Env(); }

};
public static class Env { ... }
public static void setEnv (Interp.InputContext ic, Env env) { ... }
public static Env getEnv (Interp.InputContext ic) { ... }

}
TheFunction mixin must be restructured to factor out the implementation of envi-

ronents:
public class Function extends Interp {

public Interp.InputContext inputContextFactory () {
Interp.InputContext ic = new InterpEnv.InputContext ();
ic.next = nextInterp.inputContextFactory ();
return ic;

};

public Interp.InputContext leftInputContext
(Continuation right, Interp.InputContext ic) {

... InterpEnv.setEnv (left, InterpEnv.getEnv (ic)); ...
};
public Interp.InputContext rightInputContext

(Interp.InputContext ic, Interp.OutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
... InterpEnv.setEnv (right, InterpEnv.getEnv (ic)); ...

};
The Control mixin similarly relies on the factored definition of

environment-containing input contexts. This mixin defines a value type for continuation
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values, that represent the result of reifying continuations into object language programs.
This mixin also defines input contexts as an extension of the input context defined by
InterpEnv:
public class Control extends Interp {

public interface Cont extends Value {
public ValueOutputContext returnk (ValueOutputContext result);

};

public static class InputContext extends InterpEnv.InputContext {
public Cont cont;

};
Unlike Function andImperative, which rely on the default definitions ofunit

andcompose (corresponding to “direct” semantics), theControlmodule must redefine
the definitions of these operations to use a “continuation-passing” style. This makes the
order of composition of interpreter fragments significant: the fragment for continuations
must be combined to the left of the fragment that provides the original definition of
these operations, and overrides the previous definitions. Therefore any references to
root.unit androot.compose in any interpreter module will pick up the definitions
provided by theControl module:
public Computation unit (final Value v) {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (Interp.InputContext ic) {
ValueOutputContext voc =

new ValueOutputContext (v, root.outputContext (v, ic));
return getCont(ic).returnk (voc);

}
}

};

public Computation compose
(final Computation cl, final Continuation cr) {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (Interp.InputContext ic) {
return cl.run(root.leftInputContext (cr, ic));

}
}

};
TheoutputContext operation does nothing for this interpreter module, while the

leftInputContext andrightInputContext operations build up the continuation
in the input context. Evaluation ofcallcc receives the call-site continuation from the
input context, builds a value from it, injects this value into a computation, and then
composes this computation with the evaluation of the argument tocallcc, effectively
“feeding” the call-site continuation as a value to the program. Throwing evaluates the
rator continuation, evaluates the value to be passed to the continuation, and then invokes
the continuation tail-recursively.
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6 Requirements of a Metalanguage

We have provided the definitions of the interpreter building blocks using Java, resorting
to programming conventions and run-time casting to overcome the absence of support
for mixin-based inheritance in Java. In this section we consider the language support that
this application reveals would be useful in any metalanguage for implementing modular
interpreters1.

The metalanguage must support a particular form of mixin-based inheritance. Alt-
hough aspects of this metalanguage have been investigated in the literature, there has been
little investigation of the combination of these approaches in typed languages. Bracha
and Lindstrom considered a language of “modules,” where a module is a collection of
mutually recursive mixin classes [7], however their language was an untyped langu-
age of records and functions. Duggan and Sourelis introducedmixin modules[17,18],
which combine both mutually recursive types and mutually recursive functions, and al-
low these type and function definitions to be combined with definitions in other modules.
The motivation for this work was shortcomings with module interconnection languages
for programming-in-the-large, where linking was based only on instantiating paramete-
rized modules [5]. Ernest [19] introducesgbeta, an extension of Beta that provides the
combination of mixins and virtual patterns, as well as a static analysis to ensure that the
combinations of these mechanisms is well-formed.

None of these works considers how to incorporate this extension into Java. Just as
recent work on mutually recursive self types has been motivated by the desire to provide
a functionality analogous to Beta patterns in Java [8], this section considers how an
analogous combination of mixins and mutually recursive self types could be incorporated
into Java. The presentation is informal, relying on the encodings of modular interpreters
in earlier sections to exemplify the semantics of mixin combination considered here.

There are two extensions that we require to Java. First, we require a generalization of
inheritance, that allows a collection of mutually recursive classes to be simultaneously
extended through inheritance. This extension must allow references in classes to other
classes, to be rebound to the extensions of those other classes after inheritance. We use
a Java extension proposed by Bruce et al [8]. Here is a simple example:
public class SubjectObserver {

public static class Observer as ThisObserver {
public void notify (@ThisSubject s) { ... };

};
public static class Subject as ThisSubject {

protected @ThisObserver observers[];
public void notifyObservers () {
... observers[i].notify(this) ...

};
};

}
This provides an implementation of the Subject-Observer pattern, as a class that

provides two mutually recursive nested classes,Observer andSubject. These two
classes do not refer to each other directly, but rather the references are indirect through the
self typesThisObserver andThisSubject, respectively. The latter are type variables

1 It should be noted that many design patterns also require constructs that are not provided in
current object-oriented languages, although recent research is addressing this issue [8].
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that vary with the type of “self,” and so may have different instantiations depending on
the final classes in which the objects are created. For example, if we define:
public class WindowSubjectObserver extends SubjectObserver {

public static class WindowObserver extends Observer { ... };
public static class WindowSubject extends Subject { ... };

}
Then in this subclass, thenotify method for observers is defined for

WindowSubject objects, while a subject has a list ofWindowObserver objects. The@
notation is a technical device, requiring “exact” types for the notify parameter and the
list of observers. See Bruce et al [8] for further details.

The other Java extension we require is mixin-based inheritance. While mixin-based
inheritance for typed object-oriented languages is still an avenue of research [6,7,23,3],
we will assume the following extensions to Java:

decl ::= [ abstract ] mixin identifier mixdecl{ decl1; ... decln; }
mixdecl::= [ implements identifier1, . . . , identifierk ] [ extends identifier ]

[ expects identifier ]
decl ::= mixin identifier combines identifier1, ..., identifiern
expr ::= inner(expr1, . . . ,exprk)
expr ::= inner.identifier(expr1, . . . ,exprk)

The first construct defines amixin class(which may be abstract). A mixin may be
defined by inheritance from another mixin class, and implement several interfaces, just
as with ordinary classes. A mixin class will typically alsoexpecta superclass providing
a particular interface; the mixin class uses theinner construct to refer to methods and
constructors in the superclass. The second mixin definition construct,mixin combination,
is the interesting construct. It allows several mixins to be combined into a single mixin
class; this combined class has the union of all of the fields of the original class. Where
two mixin classes provide a definition for the same method, the definition in the left class
overrides the definition in the right class. Methods and constructors in the left class can
refer to method and constructor definitions in the right class through theinner keyword.
The code sequence:
abstract mixin IM { abstract int getX(); }
mixin M1 expects IM { int getX() { return inner.getX(); } };
mixin M2 extends IM { int x; int getX() { return x; } };
mixin M3 combines M1, M2;
is analogous to the conventional class definitions:
class C2 { int x; int getX() { return x; } };
class C3 extends C2 { int getX() { return super.getX(); } };

The strength of mixin-based inheritance is that the extending class can be defined
independently of the class which it extends.M1 in this example is anabstract subclass
that can be used to extend any class with agetX method.

We allow nested classes (including nested mixin classes) in mixin classes. The se-
mantics of mixin combination with nested classes are different from the semantics for
inheritance of ordinary Java classes with nested classes. Mixin combination must be re-
cursively applied to similarly-named nested mixin classes, as part of composition.Where
there are similarly-named nested classes or interfaces in two mixins being combined,
we require that the definitions of these classes or interfaces come from the same “base”
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mixin class from which each mixin inherits, ensuring that similarly named classes and
interfaces nested in different mixins have the same definition. This is sufficient for the
examples in this paper.

The initialInterp class can now be defined as anabstract mixin class:
public abstract mixin Interp {

public interface Expr {
public Computation eval ();

};
public interface Computation {

public ValueOutputContext run (@ThisInputContext ic);
};

static public mixin InputContext as ThisInputContext { };
static public mixin OutputContext as ThisOutputContext { };
In this abstract mixin the input and output contexts are empty; we expect concrete

mixins that extend this to extend the input and output contexts as appropriate. Therefore
the input to a computation has typeThisInputContext, a self type that refers to the
final input context type (after extensions). In contrast to the “pure” Java declaration in
Sect. 2, the argument torun is not of typeInterp.InputContext, but carries the more
precise type of whatever final extension ofInputContext is used in the combination
of a collection of mixins that inherit fromInterp. This avoids the use of runtime type
tags and downcasting to interrogate an input context for a required field (as in the pure
Java code). So one benefit of having explicit support for typed mixins is that uses of
input and output contexts can be statically type-checked, providing greater reliability.
Another potential benefit is that compilation techniques can allow fields of input and
output contexts to be accessed in constant time, avoiding the runtime lookup used in the
Java code in Sect. 3.

Similarly the output from a computation has typeThisOutputContext.
public interface Value { };
static public final class ValueOutputContext {

public Value v;
public @ThisOutputContext oc;
public ValueOutputContext (Value v, @ThisOutputContext oc) {

this.v = v; this.oc = oc;
}

}
Theunitandcomposeoperations are now defined asstatic abstract methods. Imple-

mentations of these methods are provided by subclasses ofInterp. Mixin combination
merges the definitions of these methods in the final interpreter class:

public static abstract Computation unit (Value v);

public interface Continuation {
public Computation kontinue (Value v);

};
public static abstract Computation compose

(Computation left, Continuation right);

As with the pure Java code, these operations rely on other methods to provide the glue
for generating output and input contexts. These methods are also defined as static ab-
stract methods, with the intention that they are instantiated by inheritance and these
instantiations are then combined using mixin combination:
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public static abstract @ThisOutputContext outputContext
(Value v, @ThisInputContext ic);

public static abstract @ThisInputContext leftInputContext
(Computation right, @ThisInputContext ic);

public static abstract @ThisInputContext rightInputContext
(@ThisInputContext ic, @ThisOutputContext leftOutputCtxt);

};
A default definition of these methods is provided in Fig. 2. We have the following

correspondence between expressions in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2:

Pure Java Mixin Java
root.outputContext outputContext

root.leftInputContext leftInputContext
root.rightInputContext rightInputContext
root.inputContextFactory new ThisInputContext ()
root.outputContextFactory new ThisOutputContext ()

The Function mixin is now defined as a concrete mixin that inherits from the
Interp abstract mixin, providing implementations for the abstract static methods. This
mixin expects to be combined with another mixin that also inherits fromInterp. This is
in contrast withDefaults, which does not useinner and therefore does not provide an
expectation clause, since it does not expect to be combined with another mixin providing
some method definitions.

Theinner construct is used to patch together implementations of methods contri-
buted by different mixins in a mixin combination. Occurring in a method, it denotes the
code for that method contributed by the next mixin in a mixin combination. Occurring
in a constructor, it denotes the code for that constructor in the next mixin. For example:
public mixin Function extends Interp expects Interp {

public mixin InputContext extends Interp.InputContext {
public Env env;

public InputContext () { inner(); this.env = new Env(); }
};

public static @ThisInputContext leftInputContext
(Computation right, @ThisInputContext ic) {

@ThisInputContext left = inner.leftInputContext (left, ic);

left.env = ic.env;
return left;

};
public static @ThisInputContext rightInputContext

(@ThisInputContext ic, @ThisOutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
@ThisInputContext right =

inner.rightInputContext (ic, leftOutputCtxt);

right.env = ic.env;
return right;

};

public interface Closure extends Value {
public Computation exec (Expr arg);

};
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public mixin Defaults extends Interp {

public static Computation unit (final Value v) {
return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (@ThisInputContext ic) {
return new ValueOutputContext (v, outputContext (v, ic));

}
}

};

public static Computation compose (final Computation left,
final Continuation right) {

return new Computation () {
public ValueOutputContext run (@ThisInputContext ic) {
ValueOutputContext voc = left.run (leftInputContext (right, ic));
return right.kontinue(voc.v).run (rightInputContext (ic, voc.oc));

}
}

};

public static @ThisOutputContext outputContext
(Value v, @ThisInputContext ic) {

return new ThisOutputContext ();
};
public static @ThisInputContext leftInputContext

(Computation right, @ThisInputContext ic) {
return new ThisInputContext ();

};
public static @ThisInputContext rightInputContext

(ThisInputContext ic, @ThisOutputContext leftOutputCtxt) {
return new ThisInputContext ();

};

};

Fig. 2.Default Definitions in Mixin Java

In this case,leftInputContext andrightInputContext useinner to refer to
extensions of these methods contributed by other mixins, while the nullary construc-
tor for theInputContext nested mixin usesinner to refer to the definition of the
nullary constructor contributed by other mixins. In this exampleinner is analogous
to call-next-method in CLOS method combination [26]. It has some relationship to
inner in Beta [32] andsuper in Java [25]. We provideinner in addition tosuper to
refer to method definitions in combining classes, becausesuper is independently useful
in a mixin when referring to the base mixin from which a mixin inherits (e.g.,Function
inheriting fromInterp).

The use of precise mutually-recursive self types means that dynamic type casts (and
potentially dynamic type-based searching) are unnecessary in accessing fields from
contexts. For example:
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public class Var implements Expr {
public final String x;
public Computation eval () {

return new Computation () {
ValueOutputContext run (@ThisInputContext ic) {

Computation comp = unit (ic.env.lookup(x));
return comp.run (ic);

}
};

}
};
If the modular interpreters are defined as mixin classes in this fashion, then the final

interpreter class can be obtained by combining mixin classes:
mixin Interp combines Control, Function, Imperative, Defaults;

7 Related Work

As interest in DSLs has increased in recent years, others have also investigated ap-
proaches to providing modular reusable interpreters for DSLs. Steele [41] considered
how to “plug” together modular interpreters written in a monadic style. His approach
requires every interpreter to have an environment argument, and also relies on a fair
amount of run-time type coercions. Moggi [35], Liang et al [30], and Espinosa [20]
all independently suggested combining monadic definitions usingmonad transformers.
Wansbrough and Hamer [43] combine the approach of monad transformers with action
semantics [37]. We have the following comparison of the approaches:

Approach Monad Transformer Extensible Computation

Interpreter Definition Data Types and Type ClassesMixin Class
(or Parameterized Modules)

Interpreter CompositionOverload Resolution Mixin-Based Inheritance
(or Generic Instantiation)

Monad transformers require a fairly complicated coding style, instantiating many
parameterized definitions. Some of this complication can be hidden using Haskell type
classes. However type classes are themselves a fairly complicated construct. For the
flavor of type classes required for defining monad transformers (multi-parameter con-
structor type classes), there are still some open issues to be resolved. Also the approach
of monad transformers places a heavy reliance on compiler optimizations to obtain rea-
sonable implementations, whereas our approach relies only on an implementation of
mixin-based inheritance.

Filinski [22] takes another approach with “layering” monadic definitions. Rather
than defining modular interpreters in a metalanguage, his interest is in defining ex-
tensions of a base language in a monadic style and then reflecting those extensions
into the base language. For efficient implementation he relies on imperative state and
a call-with-current-continuation primitive [11] in the base language. Filinski
criticizes work on monad transformers as being too ambitious. For example monad
transformers allow non-determinism to be added to an interpreter by layering a monad
transformer that enriches a computation with sets of values. This is a fairly abstract and
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high-level representation of non-determinism. Filinski instead relies on using a lower-
level resumption semantics to implement pre-emptive threads.

Our approach lies somewhere between Filinski’s approach and that of Liang et al.
We do not allow the general transformations on monads provided by Liang et al. On the
other hand, our more limited approach may be more readily usable since the “plugging
together” code in our approach bears some relationship to semantic definitions in attribute
grammars, a familiar and highly successful approach to providing static semantics. This
conjecture can only be verified by suitable long-term experimentation.

Cartwright and Felleisen [9] give a protocol for structuring denotational semantics
so that such a semantics can be incrementally extended, based on passing an “exten-
sion” function to a semantic interpreter. This latter extension function is similar to the
nextInterp instance variable used in this paper. Krishnamurthi and Felleisen [29,28]
develop a general theory for software reuse that is based on extensible datatypes and
extensible functions over those datatypes. They use the protocol proposed by Cartwright
and Felleisen to develop an extensible version of the Interpreter design pattern [24].

Lieberherr [31,33,39] advocates software reuse based onadaptive object-oriented
design. This is a methodology for designed object-oriented components supporting
mixin-based inheritance. Mixin-based inheritance is an ingredient of our approach to
“plugging together” software systems. So our approach can be viewed as an instance of
adaptive software reuse, with explicit consideration of how to achieve adaptive software
reuse for a particular application domain (modular interpreters).

There has been work on the modular definition and combination of attribute gram-
mars. Classic attribute grammars [27] already allow a modular decomposition of the sta-
tic semantics of a programming language, allowing attributes and their defining semantic
equations to be associated with particular phrase structures in the language. Modular at-
tribute grammars [15] and composable attribute grammars [21] seek to decompose the
semantic processing for each phrase structure into stages. This is not currently an issue
with our work, but could be at some point in the future. Recent work looking at combi-
ning aspect-oriented computing and attribute grammars [14] is largely orthogonal to the
work presented here, since the aim of aspect-oriented compilers is (as with modular and
composable attribute grammars) to decompose the processing at each abstract syntax
tree node into stages.

In the software engineering community, reuse of domain-specific programming lan-
guages has recently gained attention. The most prominent examples of this are the IP
project from Microsoft Research [1] and the JTS project from the University of Texas [4].
The former approach is based on a programming environment for describing domain-
specific abstractions, and then refining those abstractions to specific implementations.
The JTS project provides support for reusing abstract syntax trees and operations on those
trees, with an emphasis on “hygienic” syntactic manipulations of ASTs. An interesting
point of comparison is that the JTS project recognizes the importance of mixin-based
inheritance, at the granularity of collections of classes rather than individual classes, for
reusing DSLs. For example, if a language syntax has nonterminals for expressions and
statements, then mixin-based inheritance for language fragments must be able to simul-
taneously inherit from both expression and statement classes. This is certainly a part of
our framework; however our framework goes beyond this, to considering inheritance
for semantic definitions and the proper composition mechanisms that allow modular
semantic definitions to be combined via inheritance.
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8 Conclusions

The current work should be viewed as an initial experiment to demonstrate the via-
bility of the approach. An evaluator that takes an environment, store and continuation
as arguments is a paradigmatic example from programming language semantics. We
expect that most language semantics would be straightforward adaptations of these frag-
ments. For example, a language with backtracking can be obtained by threading both
success and failure continuations through the semantics, in an analogous manner to
the continuation-passing interpreter. A language with persistence and state undo can
be done using persistent stores, a straightforward generalization of the interpreter with
state. Combining these two languages provides a language with Prolog-like semantics.

The semantics of inheritance is now well-understood as the incremental extension
of the fixed points of recursive definitions [12,13]. The incremental extension of pro-
gramming language implementations is therefore a useful exercise for any inheritance
mechanisms, because of the highly recursive nature of programming language syntax.
We have examined the mechanisms that might be added to Java to support this style of
programming in a type-safe and efficient manner. These extensions constitute the com-
bination of mixin-based inheritance and mutually recursive self types. Although each
of these has been examined in isolation, there has been limited consideration of their
combination [7,17,2,18,19]. The current work provides some motivation for the further
examination of the semantics of this combination in Java.
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